DISCOVERY CIRCLE
THE START OF A
NEW ADVENTURE

Matthew Bourne’s Award-Winning Company
I am very proud that over the past 30 years New Adventures has made
a greater contribution to the popularity of dance in Britain than anyone
else, creating works that have altered the public perception of what is
possible when it comes to telling stories without words. We continuously
visit more theatres nationwide and internationally than any other
dance company, telling our unique theatrical stories and delighting and
inspiring millions worldwide. But more than this, I am proud of our role
as a leading supporter of new talent, committed to finding and nurturing
the next generation of dancers, artists and audiences.
We are passionate about diversifying the dance landscape so that
we reach all areas of the community and ensure our work represents
contemporary Britain. We will continue to seek out those with little or
no dance experience and take them on an inspiring journey through our
projects, whilst extensively working with emerging talent to springboard
their careers into our company and the wider industry.

Over the next five years we aim to deepen engagement in key regions, visit
more venues, discover and nurture more new talent and work with new
audiences, all powered by our astonishing company of dancers and our
quest to tell the most thrilling stories.
As we look ahead to our ambitious future we would like to invite you to join
us – supporting our ground-breaking work and our search for new talent
as we embark on the start of the Discovery Circle’s maiden voyage.
However you choose to support, all levels will bring you uniquely close to
our work giving you an insider’s viewpoint and a means of coming together
with myself and New Adventures in a wholly new and exciting way.
I look forward to meeting you soon and welcoming you into the
New Adventures family.

Sir Matthew Bourne OBE,
Artistic Director

Romeo and Juliet
saw over 100 YOUNG
ARTISTS involved in the
production, including 80 OF THE
UK’S BRIGHTEST DANCE TALENT
performing at their local theatre,
6 YOUNG ASSOCIATE ARTISTS
working alongside the creative team
and 6 COMPANY MEMBERS
completing their final year of
dance training on tour

EXPLORER
As a New Adventures Explorer we’ll ask for a
donation of £5,000 and you can enjoy the following:
•

ADVENTURE BRIEFING

Share an important moment with Matthew with an
exclusive insight into the next production before
anyone else.
•

TALENT DISCOVERY

Special insight events into New Adventures work
including our programmes nurturing new talent.
•

DISCOVERY NIGHT

Join us for a special VIP evening for the
Discovery Circle family at each production.
•

ACCESS THE STORIES

Support with accessing tickets for any of our
productions during the year in London, across
the UK or internationally.

Minimum payment £200, you may purchase the benefits
package separately without making any further donation.
Gift Aid provisions will apply to the whole amount.

In 2018/19
511,285 PEOPLE
experienced our work
on and off stage. We gave
363 PERFORMANCES
in 37 VENUES
worldwide

PIONEER
Alongside the Explorer offering, as a New Adventures
Pioneer we’ll ask for a donation of £10,000 and you
will enjoy the following:
•

NAVIGATION

Unique and intimate opportunities to hear from
Matthew about the inspiration and creation of
New Adventures productions.

•

MAPPING IT OUT

Witness the twists and turns of rehearsals during
the development of the production.
•

OPENING NIGHT

Be part of a production’s opening night and join
our fabulous post-show party, mingling with the
cast and the New Adventures creative team.
•

THE SUMMIT

An exclusive invitation to our annual celebratory
supper hosted by Artistic Director Matthew
Bourne where we look back on the road travelled
and the journey ahead

We led 510
WORKSHOP
SESSIONS
with 14,893
ATTENDANCES
in 2018/19
Minimum payment £850, suggested donation £9,150. The donation portion is a
suggested donation to which Gift Aid provisions apply, but you may purchase the
benefits package separately without making any further donation.

VOYAGER
As a New Adventures Voyager, as well as the
Explorer and Pioneer offering, we’ll ask for a
donation of £20,000 and you will become a vital part
of the New Adventures family.
An extraordinary contribution at this level will allow
us to take more risks, discover and nurture more
talent, tell more stories and go on more adventures
with you. You’ll be invited to a wealth of very special
events and performances with Matthew, our board,
our creative team and collaborators, in the UK and
globally, and truly be part of the journey with us.

Minimum payment £1,610, suggested donation £18,390. The donation portion
is a suggested donation to which Gift Aid provisions apply, but you may purchase
the benefits package separately without making any further donation.

Following the success
of Lord of the Flies in 2014,
where we engaged with OVER
8,000 YOUNG MEN AND BOYS with
little or no dance experience across 13
VENUES, we have begun to see journeys
into the company and industry enabled
by this work. Our 2018–20 tour of Swan
Lake saw 3 DANCERS from the Lord
of the Flies Young Ensemble make
their professional debuts with the
company and a FURTHER 2
with Romeo and Juliet.

In 2018/19
New Adventures
employed 66 DANCERS
with half of them making
their debut with the
company. Many were found
through our extensive
talent development
work

“To tell a story without words is a
rare gift, one Matthew Bourne and
New Adventures use to create a magical
world you will never want to leave.”
DAILY TELEGRAPH

“Those who thought they wouldn’t be
seen dead at dance have succumbed
to its visceral thrill via the sheer
drama of Bourne’s work.”
THE TIMES

To join the Discovery Circle please email
discovery@new-adventures.net or to speak directly to
Imogen Kinchin, Executive Director
call 01252 597 050
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